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a b s t r a c t
Autonomous identical robots represented by unit discsmove deterministically in the plane.
They do not have any common coordinate system, do not communicate, do not have
memory of the past and are totally asynchronous. Gathering such robots means forming a
configuration for which the union of all discs representing them is connected.We solve the
gathering problem for at most four robots. This is the first algorithmic result on gathering
robots represented by two-dimensional figures rather than points in the plain: we call such
robots fat.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. The background and the problem
Using teams of simple, low-cost robots is an important way of accomplishing large mechanical tasks in dangerous or
hostile environments. Systems of such autonomous robots have been extensively studied in the robotics and artificial
intelligence community [3,4,11–15]. Recently, algorithmic aspects of distributed coordination of teams of robots freely
moving in the plane have been investigated by many researchers [1,2,5–10,16–19]. Models of perception and motion of
robots aimed at grasping the intuition that these are weak-performance devices that can be cheaply mass-produced. One of
the most extensively studied is the asynchronous model of [6–9,17]. In this model robots are identical, anonymous, do not
have any common coordinate system, do not communicate, do not have memory of the past and operate asynchronously in
Look-Compute-Move cycles. Each robot, represented as a point in the plane, wakes up at times controlled by the adversary,
observes positions of all other robots at this time then computes a target point and starts moving towards it at a speed
controlled by the adversary. The adversary may also stop the robot before it reaches its target point, thus finishing the cycle.
The aim is gathering all robots in one point of the plane. Gathering is one of the basic primitive operations in controlling
teams of autonomous moving robots and has been also studied in robotics and artificial intelligence [3,11,12].
This scenario is indeed very weak and thus can be potentially applied to a large class of autonomous moving devices.
However, the model is not realistic in one aspect: representation of robots by points. In reality, even very small robots
occupy some space, which results in two important complications: some robots may prevent full visibility of others and
some robots may mechanically obstruct the motion of others, staying or getting in their line of movement. The aim of
the present paper is to study the gathering problem in the asynchronous model, at the same time addressing the above
mentioned issues. We represent robots as unit discs in the plane (we call them ‘‘fat’’ robots to distinguish our scenario from
the previous point representation). We keep the Look-Compute-Move paradigm but add the two aspects resulting from the
‘‘fatness’’ of robots. First, robot R1 can see robot R2, if there exist points x and y in the circles bounding R1 and R2, respectively,
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Fig. 1. In both pairs of robots each robot is obstructing the other one in meeting at point x.
such that the segment xy does not contain any point of any other robot. Second, if a robot R touches another robot (i.e., the
circles representing these robots become tangent) then both robots stop and this ends their current cycle.
Since for fat robots it is impossible to gather them in one point (robots stop at a touch and thus cannot penetrate each
other) we change the definition of gathering accordingly. Gathering fat robots means forming a configuration for which the
union of all discs representing them is connected. Moreover, all robots must have full visibility to be aware that gathering
is accomplished.
It turns out that adding the realistic aspect of fatness significantly complicates the task of gathering. To see this, consider
a team of 4 robots whose centres are situated on two intersecting non-perpendicular lines, one robot in each of the four half-
lines. This is what is called in [7] a bi-angular configuration . The centre of bi-angularity (which in this case is the intersection
point x of the lines) is invariant under straight moves in its direction of all robots, regardless at what relative speed they
move towards it. Hence if robots are represented by points, a gathering algorithm in this particular case is straightforward:
each robot computes the point x and moves towards it. Eventually, all robots will reach the point x. However, for fat robots,
this is not a correct algorithm. Indeed, since lines are not perpendicular, the adversary may control the speed of robots so
that two pairs of robots are formed, the robots in each of them obstructing each other’s moves, without forming a connected
configuration (cf. Fig. 1)
The above example shows howmechanical obstruction of one robot by anothermay cause problems. Visibility issues also
significantly complicate gathering algorithms. For example, it was proved in [8] that when robots are represented by points
then the algorithm consisting in always going towards the gravity centre converges, i.e., permits to get all robots inside an
arbitrarily small circle. However, for fat robots the centre of gravity of the entire system may be impossible to compute by
some robots that do not have full visibility. Even when forming a connected configuration is possible using a variant of this
algorithm, consisting in going towards the gravity centre of the visible part of the configuration, some robots may never be
aware that the task is accomplished. This is the case for 3 robots in a straight line. They will eventually form a connected
configuration by a sequence of moves along this line but the two external robots will never know when this is done.
The aim of this paper is to present a gathering algorithm for three and for four robots (gathering one or two fat
robots is straightforward). We first describe our model in detail, recalling features of the Look-Compute-Move paradigm
and emphasising differences between our model and the point-representation model from [6–9,17]. Then we present the
gathering algorithm for three robots, which is much simpler than for four robots and provides a good introduction to it, as it
already has to cope with some of the main difficulties in an easier situation. Most of the paper is devoted to the design and
analysis of the gathering algorithm for 4 robots. The remaining challenge is to generalise it to an arbitrary number of robots.
We were unable to do it.
1.2. Related work
A heuristic approach to the gathering problem, from the point of view of robotics and artificial intelligencewas presented
in [3,4,11–15]. In most of the algorithmic literature robots were represented by points and full visibility was assumed.
Gathering algorithms in the semi-synchronous model, where robots operate in synchronous cycles but some robots may
skip some cycles, were investigated in [19]. The asynchronous model was first described in [9]. In [7] the authors showed
a gathering algorithm for n > 2 robots assuming multiplicity detection, i.e., the capability of a robot to tell if a given
point contains one or more robots. In [5] it was proved that without multiplicity detection the problem may be solved
for non-oblivious robots, while in [17] the author showed that for oblivious robots, without extra assumptions, gathering is
impossiblewithoutmultiplicity detection. In [8] it was proved that the gravitational algorithm consisting inmoving towards
the centre of gravity enables getting all robots in an arbitrarily small circle. Fault-tolerant algorithms for gathering were
studied in [1]. The gathering problemwas also studied with limited visibility [2,10]. However, the limitation was not caused
by other robots obstructing the view but by imposing for each robot a radius of vision. In [2] experiments were conducted
for the task of gathering with views’ obstructions. To the best of our knowledge ours is the first paper presenting a provably
correct gathering algorithm for fat robots.
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2. The model
Robots are represented by closed unit discs in the plane. Robots are identical, anonymous and indistinguishable. Since
all robots have radius 1, they have a common measure of unit (unlike in the model from [9]) but do not have any common
system of coordinates, similarly as in this model. Robot R1 can see robot R2, if there exist points x and y in circles bounding
R1 and R2, respectively, such that the segment xy does not contain any point of any other robot. (In particular, each robot
can see itself). Note that if a robot R1 can see robot R2, it can always see some non-zero arc of its bounding circle and thus it
may compute its centre. This definition of visibility results from the ‘‘fatness’’ of our robots and differs from [9], where full
visibility of robots represented by points was assumed. We say that a robot – in a given configuration of robots – has full
visibility, if it can see all the robots, and we say that there is full visibility in a given configuration of robots, if all of them
have full visibility.
Each of the robots Ri in the system executes asynchronously simple cycles consisting of three steps.
• Look: Identify locations of all robots visible to Ri. The result of this step is a set P of centres of these robots, called a
configuration.
• Compute: Execute the algorithmwith inputP , and output a target point P (this point may be equal to the current centre
of the robot, in which case we say that robots stays during this cycle.
• Move: Move on a straight line towards point P . If during this motion the robot touches some other robot, it stops and
finishes the current cycle. (This is another difference from the model in [9], where robots modeled by points could ‘‘pass
through each other’’ not noticing it. This is hardly the case in a physical environment. However, the algorithms presented
in [9] are proved collision-free). The adversary may also stop the robot at any point before the target (thus finishing the
current cycle), as long as at least a specified distance  has been traversed. The robots do not know . If the robot does
not encounter another robot on its way and the adversary does not stop it, the robot stops when its centre reaches point
P , and finishes the current cycle.
Notice that the above asynchronous cycle paradigm imposes inherent limitations on the perception, computing and
moving capabilities of the robots. A robot computes a target point on the basis of a previously perceived configuration and
may start moving towards it when the configuration has already changed. In fact, a robot R1 can see robot R2 while R2 is
moving, and R1 does not realise this fact. Also robots do not have anymemory from the past cycles. For example, two robots
at some distance cannot accomplish the simple task of meeting in the middle of the segment joining them because they
may be stopped on the way to it and, not remembering their previous positions, are unable to recompute this middle point.
Moreover, robots cannot communicate directly: their only way of communication is by observing the positions of others,
which, as we mentioned, may become obsolete at the time of moving.
The adversary in this model has a lot of power and is restricted only in two ways. First, each of the steps takes an
unspecified but finite time. This is the usual restriction on adversaries in asynchronous systems, otherwise no task can
be accomplished in finite time. The other restriction on the adversary is the obligation to let the robot traverse at least a
distance  during amove step, unless the target point were closer. Otherwise no gathering is possible because the adversary
could exercise its stopping prerogative in consecutive cycles after 1, 12 ,
1
4 , . . ., thus keeping each robot from traversing a
distance of more than 2 (which reminds the Achilles and tortoise paradox).
A connected configuration of robots is their position in the plane, such that between any two points of any two robots
there exists a polygonal line each of whose points belongs to some robot. Robots accomplish gathering, if they get to some
connected configuration and all of them can see all robots (and thus be aware that a connected configuration is achieved).
A gathering algorithm for n robots stops if robots accomplish gathering. (We assume that robots know n). A gathering
algorithm is correct if it accomplishes gathering starting from any initial position of the robots, i.e. any configuration in
which no pair of robots shares an internal point.
Note that look andmove steps in each cycle do not depend on the gathering algorithm. A given algorithm prescribes only
how to compute the target point P depending on any possible configuration P .
In the sequel wewill often identify robots with their centres, thus saying, e.g., ‘‘robots form a triangle’’ instead of ‘‘centres
of robots form a triangle’’, ‘‘robots are at distance D’’ instead of ‘‘centres of robots are at distance D’’, etc.
3. Gathering three robots
In this section, we design an algorithm for gathering three robots in the plane. As we will see, this is a much easier task,
nevertheless it already exhibits some of the difficulties with which we will have to cope later for four robots. First note that
at each time one of two situations may happen: either robots form a triangle and then full visibility of all robots is assured,
or robots are collinear, and then all robots are aware of it, although two of them do not have full visibility.
We will use the following geometric fact.
Fact 3.1. Inside every triangle ABC with all angles smaller than 120◦, there exists a unique point R such that all angles
6 ARB, 6 BRC, 6 CRA are exactly 120◦.
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Algorithm ThreeRobots
if robots form a triangle with all angles smaller or equal to 120◦
1. then compute the point R such that 6 ARB = 6 BRC = 6 CRA = 120◦








2. else if robots are collinear and their centres form line l
then if other two robots are visible to you
then compute a target point at distance 1, such that the segment
between this point and your centre is perpendicular to l
else STAY
3. else { the largest angle in triangle ABC is strictly between 120◦ and 180◦}
if you are the robot, say B, at the largest angle 6 ABC
then STAY
else compute the target point on the semi-line from your centre
to B at distance 2 from B
Theorem 3.1. Algorithm ThreeRobots is a correct gathering algorithm for three robots.
Proof. If robots form a triangle with all angles at most 120◦ (case 1. of the algorithm) then the unique point R from Fact 3.1
can be computed by all robots. Robots move towards this point until they get at distance 2
√
3/3 from it. Note that the point
R remains the same during the whole process and the characteristic of the triangle that all of its angles are smaller than
120◦ remains unchanged during the process. (This is important because it implies that all robots execute the same clause
of the algorithm, regardless of their relative speeds and possible interruptions of the moves, controlled by the adversary.)
Note that, since robots do not intersect, at most one robot may be closer to R than 2
√
3/3. This robot stays while two other
robots move towards it eventually meeting it and the algorithm stops. If no robot is closer to R than 2
√
3/3, all robots move
towards their target points at distance 2
√
3/3 from R, finally forming a connected configuration and the algorithm stops.
Since all angles between trajectories of robots are 120◦, no robot can obstruct any other one on its way to the target point,
regardless of their relative speed. During the entire process all robots have full visibility, hence when they eventually form
a connected configuration, all of them are aware of it.
If robots form a trianglewith an angle 6 ABC of at least 120◦, such an anglemust be unique. Robot B is then unique (known
to all) and it stays idle. Other robots move towards it and stop at distance 2 from it. Notice that, regardless of the relative
speed of the robots, the property 6 ABC ≥ 120◦ is satisfied during the entire process, hence the same clause of the algorithm
is executed by all robots. Since the angle is large, moving robots do not obstruct each other on their way to the target. Again,
during the entire process all robots have full visibility, thus they notice when gathering is completed.
Finally, if robots are collinear, only one of them (call it central) has full visibility (can see three robots). This robot departs
perpendicularly from the line l of the robots, at distance 1. Before it starts moving, the two other robots stay idle. After it
started moving, other robots, after seeing it, start moving towards it. Note an important subtlety. The move of the central
robot may be slow. In the meantime, other robots may execute their look step. Seeing the central robot ‘‘on its way’’ to the
target point, they start moving towards its temporary location and not towards its final destination. Thus the trajectory of
the other robots will in general be a polygonal convex line whose final segment will be towards the final destination of the
central robot. This final destination does not need to be the initially calculated point at distance 1 from line l because one of
the other robotsmay hit the central one on its way to this point, thus stopping it for good. The crucial observation is that, due
to the initial choice of the target destination at distance 1 from line l, the triangle formed by the robotswill have one angle (at
the central robot) at least 120◦. Thus, while the central robot still executes the third clause of the algorithm (perpendicular
departing from line l), the two other robots may already execute the second clause (going towards the robot at the large
angle). Since the robot at the large angle is always the central one, other robots eventually hit it and the algorithm stops. 
4. Gathering four robots
4.1. Overview of the algorithm
The rest of the paper is devoted to the design and analysis of a gathering algorithm for four robots. As we will see,
this task is incomparably more complicated than for three robots, and the algorithm is accordingly more complex. Thus
it would not be convenient to present it at a low level, indicating which target point is computed for which configuration
(as we did in the simple case of three robots). Instead, we identify nine situations which form a partition of all possible
positions in which robots can be. These situations are not configurations seen by the robots because in some cases some
robots do not have full visibility. However, for each situation, we indicate what a robot should do depending on what it
sees. More precisely, for each situation we describe a procedure treating this situation. In most cases, the procedure applied
in a given situation brings robots to the same situation (in a different position of the robots, monotonically approaching a
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specific configuration), until some condition is met, defining a new situation. Hence, most often, all robots execute the same
procedure in any moment of the algorithm execution. There are, however, a few important exceptions from this rule, when
some robots still execute a procedure treating situation α, while other robots already treat situation β because they have
seen robots executing procedure treating situation α, on their way to a target, and perceived the configuration as already
satisfying conditions of situation β . This complication, due to the asynchrony of the process, could be already seen for three
robots, when one robot was still in the process of departing from a line (situation α) and the other robots (already seeing a
triangle) perceived the situation as β . In the case of four robots, much care will be needed in the design of the algorithm, to
guarantee that these seemingly incoherent actions do not prevent robots from finally gathering.
The idea of the algorithm is the following. Intuitively speaking, twomost general situations are: all robots form a convex
quadrilateral, or three robots form a triangle with the fourth robot inside it. In the latter case, the idea is to gather robots
forming the triangle around the internal robot. The corresponding proceduremakes the internal robot stay, while the robots
at the vertices of the triangle move towards the internal robot until they meet it. However, because of the fatness of the
robots, external robots may not succeed in becoming tangent to the internal one, unless the angles between the trajectories
of the external robots are large enough. Some special preparation is then necessary. In the case of quadrilateral configuration,
robots move along diagonals of the quadrilateral until they form a rectangle consisting of two symmetric pairs tangent to
the same line l and tangent to the other robot in the pair. (For some angles between diagonals and some positions of robots
this may be complicated by mutual obstructions of robots on their way.) In the special case of perpendicular diagonals,
gathering is already achieved. In other cases, however, the two pairs are far apart and they must approach each other by
‘‘sliding’’ along line l. Hence, there is a situation sliding and a procedure to treat it. The task is further complicated by the
fact that the initial position of the robots may prevent full visibility. Such is the case, for example when three or all four
robots are aligned, or two robots prevent visibility of the other two (the corresponding situations are three aligned, four
aligned and partial visibility). In the case of the four aligned situation, the external robots stay and the internal robots move
perpendicularly to the line of their alignment. However, because of symmetry, it is impossible to predict in which of the
two possible directions the robots which are to move will decide to go. Moreover, in the case when the two internal robots
decide to go in the same direction, in view of asynchrony the robots could reach a quadrilateral or triangle configuration
in uncontrollable way. This nondeterminism made us introduce for this case an intermediate situation leaving line. Finally,
a special situation, occurring at the end of the gathering process is when two robots are very close to each other and two
others try to ‘‘lock’’ the position by touching them from both sides. This is the locking situation.
Themost difficult problem in the design of the algorithm is to prevent robots from ‘‘unexpectedly’’ transiting to a situation
β while treating situation α. Suppose that when treating the situation quadrilateral robots momentarily enter in situation
sliding. Then a robot that performs the look step at this point, starts treating situation sliding and the other robots keep
treating situation quadrilateral. This can potentially lead to complete disintegration of the process. In order to synchronise
the behaviour of the robots, we will attempt to define some specific positions, at which the moving robots must stop.
Arriving at such positions, the moving robots may change the procedure they perform or even their function (i.e. whether
theymove or stay). However, designing such synchronising positions is not always possible and sometimes a robot may still
perform a procedure corresponding to some situationwhile other robotsmay already recognise a subsequent situation. Such
events, when they happen, will be carefully monitored and the movement of the robots momentarily performing different
procedures will be coordinated.
4.2. Description of situations
We define the following 9 situations.
1. gathering
• robots form a connected configuration
• there is full visibility
2. four aligned
• centres of all four robots belong to the same line
3. partial visibility
• robots form a convex quadrilateral
• two robots collectively obstruct visibility of two other robots
4. locking
• no partial visibility situation
• robots form a convex quadrilateral
• one of the diagonals has length d ≤ √8
5. leaving line
• no situation 2–4
• there are two robots A and D (we call them external) and we suppose, without loss of generality, that segment p,
joining the centres of external robots is horizontal.
• each other robot B and C (the two robots B and C are called internal) intersects the convex hull of A and D
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Fig. 2. Dashed lines are external tangents of robots A and B and dotted lines are separating tangents.
• the distance of each external robot from the vertical projection on p of the centre of each internal robot equals at
least 2
• the following positions are excluded: (1) each internal robot has exactly one point in common with the convex hull
of external robots and (2) segments AD and BC are perpendicular.
Observe that if four robots are in leaving line situation the distance d between the external robots is strictly greater
than the distance of any other pair of robots.
6. three aligned
• no four aligned or leaving line situation
• centres of some three robots belong to the same line
7. sliding
• no locking situation
• the bounding circles of the four robots are tangent to a line s (called sliding line)
• there are two pairs of robots A, B and C,D, such that in each pair, robots (called partners) are separated by line s, and
in each pair the distance of their tangency points with s is at most 1/3
In this situation there is full visibility.
8. quadrilateral
• no situation 2–7
• robots form a convex quadrilateral
In this situation there is full visibility.
9. triangle
• no leaving line situation
• the centre of one of the robots (called the internal robot) belongs to the interior of the triangle formed by the centres
of the remaining three robots (called the external robots)
In this situation there is full visibility. The three angles 6 APB, 6 BPC , 6 CPA, where P is the internal robot, are called internal
angles.
Lemma 4.1. Situations 1–9 form a partition of all possible positions of robots.
Proof. It is easy to check that each situation excludes the conditions of all smaller-numbered situations, either by definition
or by exclusiveness of the conditions. Hence situations are disjoint. On the other hand, in any possible configuration either at
least three robots are aligned, or the convex hull of the robots forms a triangle or a quadrilateral. Hence, each configuration
is classified into one of the situations three aligned, quadrilateral or triangle, unless it has been classified into some smaller-
numbered situation. Thus each configuration must belong to some of the situations 1–9. 
4.3. Description of the algorithm
The algorithm consists of eight procedures, treating each of the situations 2–9, and can be shortly formulated as follows
Algorithm FourRobots
if situation i and i 6= 1 do treat situation i
In situation gathering all robots stay (because of full visibility they are aware that gathering occurs). We now describe
each of the eight procedures treating the remaining situations. They all share a general rule that, except for the special case
of four aligned robots (which all robots are aware of, if it occurs), a robot that does not have full visibility remains idle. Apart
from the case of four aligned robots, there are always at least two robots that have full visibility and one of those robots
moves.
We will use the following terminology. For two robots A and B, their external tangents are the two tangents that are on
the border of the convex hull of the circles representing A and B and their separating tangents are the two other tangents to
A and B, cf. Fig. 2 (in the special case when A and B are tangent to each other, there is only one separating tangent).
TREAT FOUR ALIGNED
Situation four aligned is the only one which is quit instantaneously, i.e. as soon as the first robot starts moving. Hence,
during this movement, while some robots may perform the treat four aligned procedure other robots may already
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Fig. 3.Movement in four aligned situation: case (a) — partial visibility is reached, case (b) and (c) — leaving line is reached.
recognise some further situation and they act accordingly. We suppose, without loss of generality, that the line containing
the centres of four robots is horizontal. In this situation we can identify two external robots, each one seeing only one other
robot and two internal robots, each of them seeing two other robots. The treat four aligned procedure keeps external
robots immobile, while each internal robot moves vertically by a small distance called a notch. By symmetry and because
of asynchrony we cannot say whether each internal robot decides to move up or down. The value of notch is defined in
such a way that, in case internal robots decide to move in opposite directions, the full visibility is never achieved during this
movement. We have the following geometric lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the four robots are aligned at line l. Then there exists a function f : R+ ×R+ −→ R+ such that, if
each internal robot that sees two neighbour robots at distances x and y, moves perpendicularly to the line joining all centres, at
distance at most f (x, y) from this line, and both internal robots move on different sides of this line then full visibility of external
robots is never obtained during this movement, regardless of the initial positions of the robots.
Proof. Suppose that four robots A, B, C and D appear in this order on a horizontal line l. Let xB and yB denote the distances
of the internal robot B to the two other robots visible by B. Similarly, we define xC and yC for the internal robot C . Let dB =
max(xB, yB) and dC = max(xC , yC ). We prove that if robot Bmoves vertically by the distance f (xB, yB) = 4/
√
d2B + 8dB + 4,
while robot C moves in the opposite direction by the distance f (xC , yC ) = 4/
√
d2C + 8dC + 4, full visibility is never achieved.
The external robots would obtain full visibility at the earliest opportunity if they were touching internal robots, i.e. xB = 2
and yB = 2. In other words, if we prove that our values for f (x, y) are working for this case, they will work for any other
configuration. Suppose then, that |AB| = |CD| = 2 and |BC | = d. Suppose, by symmetry, that B moves downwards and C
moves upwards by the same distance. Consider the critical moment when the full visibility is being obtained. It corresponds
to the situation when B and C are becoming tangent to the line l′, which is the separating tangent of A and B having negative
slope−α. Note that sinα = 2/d + 4 and tanα = x/2, where x is the distance of each of the internal robots from line l. By
solving these equations we obtain x = 4/√d2 + 8d+ 4. 
Call the distance obtained for an internal robot in Lemma 4.2, the notch of this robot.
procedure treat four aligned;
• the external robots do not move
• each internal robot moves by a notch
Lemma 4.3. After a final number of cycles starting in situation four aligned the four robots are brought to one of the situations
leaving line or partial visibility.
Proof. If both internal robots move vertically in the same direction or if only one of themmoves, the leaving line conditions
are immediately met (cf. Fig. 3). Note that locking cannot happen because if a convex configuration occurs during the move,
robots joined by the shorter diagonal are at distance at least 4.
Suppose then, that the internal robots move simultaneously in opposite directions. By Lemma 4.2 they complete their
cycles before full visibility is obtained. Hence partial visibility conditions are achieved. 
Note that, since the four aligned situation is quit instantaneously, as soon as any robot starts moving, the other robots
recognise already the subsequent situation,while the first robot still completes its residualmovement of treat four aligned
procedure. As it will be seen later, this residual movement is consistent with the behaviour of this robot in the subsequent
situation.
TREAT PARTIAL VISIBILITY
Before describing the treat partial visibility procedurewe introduce a couple of concepts permitting one to synchronise
the movements of the robots taking part in this procedure. Suppose that the four robots are in partial visibility situation.
Similarly as in the four aligned situation we call external the pair of robots whose visibility is obstructed. Note, that the other
pair (internal robots), that is scheduled to move, has full visibility. The external robots are uniquely determined, even in
the case when partial visibility situation did not arise from the four aligned situation. Again we can suppose, without loss of
generality, that external robots have centres on the same horizontal line.We can thus distinguish the left internal robot (one
with the smaller x-coordinate) and the right internal robot. It should be stressed that notions of left and right are used only
for the purpose of description and analysis. The robots cannot make this distinction and these notions are not used in the
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Fig. 4. Example of movement in partial visibility case. A, B, C,D— an initial configuration. B′ and C ′ — positions of internal robots after reaching GVST. PVSC
formed by A, B′′, C ′′ and D.
formulation of our procedure. If the left internal robot has a greater y-coordinate than the right one, the line joining their
centres has a negative slope, otherwise it has a positive slope. Similarly, among the separating tangents of the two external
robots, one of them has positive, and the other one has negative slope.We define the grazing visibility separating tangent line
GVST as this separating tangent line of the external robots whose slope sign differs from the slope sign of the line passing
through the centres of the two internal robots. Note, that when internal robots are tangent to the GVST line partial visibility
still occurs.
Suppose that the two internal robots are tangent to the GVST line and that starting from their initial position they move
towards each other, parallel with GVST (i.e. staying tangent to it). The partial visibility synchronising configuration (PVSC) is
the configuration, in which internal robots become tangent to each other, during this movement, defined in the following
way (cf. 4: letM denote the point of GVST equally distant from both external robots. If the segment between initial points of
tangency of both internal robots containsM , they move along GVST until they both reachM . Otherwise, i.e. if both points of
tangency are initially to the left and to the right ofM , the internal robot closer toM does not move, while the other internal
robot moves along GVST until both robots meet. It is clear that starting from any initial configuration, PVSC may be always
reached even though both robots move in an asynchronous way.
procedure treat partial visibility;
• the external robots do not move
• if GVST is intersected by only one internal robot, the other internal robot moves horizontally, until the
moving robot becomes tangent to GVST; if itmeets the other internal robot, that robotmoves vertically
while keeping partial visibility
• if both internal robots intersect GVST, they move vertically in the opposite directions until they are
both tangent to GVST
• if both internal robots are tangent to GVST they move towards each other, parallel with GVST, until
they reach PVSC (or only one of them moves, when both are on the same side ofM)




Lemma 4.4. After a final number of cycles starting in situation partial visibility the four robots are brought to situation locking.
Proof. If one of the internal robots is disjoint from GVST, its horizontal movement towards the other internal robot keeps
external robots invisible to each other and no three robots may become aligned during this movement. We arrive at the
situation when both internal robots intersect GVST. Then they both (or one of them) move vertically to become tangent to
GVST. It is clear that the visibility of the external robots will not be achieved. We can assume then that the internal robots
become eventually tangent to GVST. From that point on, the internal robots slide along both sides of GVST approaching each
other, keeping the partial visibility conditions valid until they reach PVSC. Eventually, internal robots leave GVST and the
locking condition is immediately reached. 
Note that, while internal robots may perform the residual movement of their treat partial visibility procedure, the
external robots may already recognise the locking situation and act accordingly.
TREAT LOCKING
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Fig. 5. Movement in locking case. A, B, C,D - an initial configuration. B′ and D′ — positions of moving robots after reaching the bisector of AC . Gathering
formed by A, B′′, C and D′′ .
procedure treat locking;
A, C - robots on the shorter diagonal
B,D - robots on the longer diagonal
• robots A and C do not move
• each of robots B and Dmoves along direction s, which is the direction of the separating tangent of this
robot and the closer robot from the shorter diagonal, towards the bisector of AC
• once B or D is on the bisector of AC it moves along this bisector until it stops after (simultaneously)
touching A and C
Remarks. Note that the ‘‘longer’’ diagonal must be strictly longer, for otherwise (both diagonals of length
√
8) gathering
would already happen. Hence pairs A, C and B,D are distinguishable.When both A and C touch B andD, gathering is achieved.
Observe that if B or D is equidistant from A or D then the condition of the last step of the procedure is satisfied. Note also that
the full visibility and the convexity condition is never lost during the movement. As the direct consequence of this remark
we have the following
Corollary 4.1. After a final number of cycles starting in situation locking the four robots are brought to situations gathering.
TREAT LEAVING LINE
Without loss of generality we suppose that line l, joining the centres of external robots in the procedure treat leaving
line is horizontal (Fig. 5).
procedure treat leaving line;
1. the external robots do not move
2. if vertical movements of the internal robots do not obstruct each other, then each robot goes vertically
moving away from l, until its distance from l equals 2. If a robot is actually centred on l, it chooses to
go vertically to the side of l on which the other internal robot is.
3. if vertical movements of the internal robots do obstruct each other, then
3.1. if the internal robots are on the opposite sides of l, then they move away from l vertically until at
distance 2 from it
3.2. if the internal robots are on the same side of l, then the robot closer to l goes vertically on l, while
the other internal robot does not move (note that robots cannot be equidistant from l)
3.3. if one internal robot B is on l (the internal robot C is not)
3.3.1. C moves vertically away from l until it reaches distance 2 from l
3.3.2. if C is at distance 2 from l, then C goes horizontally approaching B until B and C become tangent
Lemma 4.5. After a final number of cycles starting in situation leaving line the four robots are brought to one of the situations:
quadrilateral, three aligned or locking.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of movement in leaving line situation: case (a) — step 2. of the procedure; case (b) — step 3.1.; case (c) — steps 3.2. and 3.3.
Proof. First consider the case of internal robots whose vertical movements are not obstructed (i.e. the distance of the
projections of their centres on l is at least 2, cf. Fig. 6). The internal robots perform step 2. of the treat leaving line procedure.
Depending on the side of the line l on which the internal robots lie, three cases are possible:
2.1 Both internal robots are on different sides of l. Theymove in the different directions until they are tangent to the convex
hull of the external robots. At that moment the leaving line conditions are no longer present and the robots enter the
quadrilateral situation. Note that, since the internal robots were originally at distance larger than
√
8, and their distance
is increasing during the movement, they cannot enter the locking situation. Similarly, since the external robots must
have been visible to each other at the beginning of the movement (otherwise the partial visibility situation would have
arisen) they keep full visibility through the entire movement.
2.2 Both internal robots are on the same side of l. They move in the same direction until they are tangent to the convex
hull of the external robots. At that moment the leaving line conditions are no longer present and the robots enter the
quadrilateral situation. Note that, during this movement one of the robots may enter and exit the convex hull of the
remaining three robots but, since the leaving line condition has priority over triangle and three aligned conditions, neither
of the two latter situations can be reached while the procedure is still being executed. Note as well, that whenever the
robots form a quadrilateral during the movement, the shortest diagonal is never shorter or equal than
√
8, hence the
robots cannot inadvertently enter the locking situation. Similarly, partial visibility will never come forth.
2.3 One of the robots is centred on line l (note that, since the leaving line situation has priority over three aligned, the
latter situation cannot occur). This robot moves vertically on the side of l where the other internal robot is. The robots
immediately enter case 2.2. and eventually end up in the quadrilateral situation.
Consider now the case when the internal robots obstruct each other’s vertical movement, i.e. the distance of the
projections of their centres on l is strictly smaller than 2. Similarly, three cases are possible:
3.1 The internal robots are centred on different sides of l. The proof of case 2.1 applies here as well.
3.2 Both robots are on the same side of l. The robot closer to l moves vertically until it becomes centred on l. During the
movement, the configuration of the robots continues to be the case 3.2 of the leaving line situation. Once the moving
robot reaches line l the condition 3.3 arises.
3.3 One of the internal robots, say B, is centred on l (similarly as in 2.3 the three aligned situation cannot occur). The other
internal robot C first moves vertically, away from l, until it is at distance 2 from it and then it moves horizontally
to become tangent to B. Depending on its distance from l, robot C decides which part of the movement has to be
performed. Eventually, when both internal robots are aligned vertically, the three aligned situation is achieved (since
this configuration is excluded from the leaving line position). 
Remark.Note that, when the robots enter the treat leaving line procedure, while some robot still continues its movement
resulting from four aligned condition, observed earlier by it, this movement is consistent with the movement that this robot
is to perform under the leaving line condition.
TREAT THREE ALIGNED
To describe the procedure applied to the three aligned situation, we suppose, without loss of generality, that the three
aligned robots are centred on the same horizontal line l, that the robots aligned are B, C and D, in this left to right order, with
robot D belonging to the furthest pair of robots. The goal of the treat three aligned algorithm is to perform the procedure
similar to the step 3.3 of treat leaving line. Hence only robot A will move until it becomes tangent to C , with segment AC
vertical. However, care must be taken so that the robots do not inadvertently enter the situation leaving line or four aligned
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Examples of three alignedmovement with A′′′′, B, C ′ and D aimed as the target configuration: case (a) corresponds to step 1.2 of the procedure (the
most involved among similar steps 1.1, 1.2 and 2.1); case (b) corresponds to step 2.2 (line t is such that A′ is tangent to s and t and B is tangent to t).
procedure treat three aligned;
1. if B and D are the most distant pair of robots then
1.1 if A does not intersect the convex hull of robots B and D then
1.1.1 if A is at distance d > 3 from l it goes vertically approaching l until it arrives at distance 3 from l
1.1.2 otherwise, A goes horizontally approaching C until A and C are aligned vertically
1.1.3 if A and C are aligned vertically, A approaches vertically C until A and C are tangent




1.2 else { A intersects the convex hull of B and D }
1.2.1 Let d be the distance of the vertical projection of the centre ofA on l from the closer of the robots B
andD (supposewlog, that from B). {Since leaving line condition is not present we have 0 < d < 2}
1.2.2 if d < 1 then A goes horizontally away from B until the value of distance d becomes equal to 1.
1.2.3 if d = 1 then A goes vertically away from l until the distance between A and l equals 3
1.2.4 if d = 1 and the distance between A and l equals 3, then A executes steps 1.1.2, 1.1.3 and 1.1.4
2. else { A and D are the most distant pair of robots; if |AB| = |AD|, A chooses arbitrarily which one is D }
2.1. if B does not intersect the convex hull of robots A and D then
2.1.1 if the distance of A from l is larger than 3, then A goes horizontally until it is at the same vertical
line as B
2.1.2 if the distance of A from l is smaller than 3, then A goes vertically away from l until it is at distance
3 from it
2.1.3 if the distance of A from l equals 3, then execute steps 1.1.2, 1.1.3 and 1.1.4
2.2. else { B intersects the convex hull of robots A and D }
2.2.1 Let s be the separating tangent of robots A and B, for which, when A goes in the direction of s, it
approaches Dwhile going away from l
2.2.2 A moves along s until B is outside the convex hull of A and D, then it repeats steps 2.1.1, 2.1.2
and 2.1.3
Lemma 4.6. After a final number of cycles starting in situation treat three aligned the four robots are brought to the situations
locking.
Proof. In order to check that the four robots will never inadvertently enter another situation, before terminating the treat
three aligned procedure, observe that, as long as none of the three aligned robots moves, only the four aligned or leaving
line situation may potentially arise. However, since A is the only moving robot during the procedure and it never crosses
line l, the four aligned situation clearly cannot happen. Hence, it is sufficient to prove that the movement of A will always
prevent the leaving line situation. Four cases are possible:
1.1 B and D are the most distant robots and A does not intersect the convex hull of B and D.
Since Amoves approaching l or C , in all steps of the procedure both conditions of this case remain verified until step
1.1.4. Hence the leaving line condition can never arise. Eventually, both robots A and C are aligned vertically, C moves
out of l and the robots immediately arrive at the locking situation. Despite the fact that C may still perform the last step
of the treat three aligned procedure and other robots may already perceive the situation as locking, the movement of
C is consistent with its expected behaviour of the start of treat locking procedure.
1.2 B and D are the most distant robots and A intersects the convex hull of B and D.
Since the leaving line situation was not present at the beginning, the distance d of the vertical projection of the centre
of A on l from B (the closer among the robots B and D) was 0 < d < 2. Step 1.2.2 is executed correctly, because there
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Fig. 8. Sliding ends in locking configuration, represented by A(iA), B(iB), C (iC ) and D(iD) .
is enough room for robot A to move without bumping on C . It is easy to see, that in step 1.2.3, despite A moving away
from l, the distance from B to D remains the largest among all pairs of robots. Eventually, Amoves out of the convex hull
of B and D and the case 1.1 arises. Since then, as stated above, the leaving line situation cannot come up.
2.1 A and D are the most distant robots and B does not intersect the convex hull of robots A and D.
Note that in steps 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, whichever of them arises, A and D remain the most distant pair of robots and B
remains outside the convex hull of A and D. Eventually, A starts moving horizontally, approaching C , and during this
movement themost distant pair of robots will become B and D. However, at this moment A is at distance 3 from l, hence
the leaving line situation is impossible. The case 1.1 arises and the rest of the movement continues according to the
conditions of this case.
2.2 A and D are themost distant pair of robots and B intersects the convex hull of robots A and D. Note that, since the leaving
line condition was not present at the beginning of themovement, the distance d of the projection of B on the line joining
the centres of A and D from the closer among the robots A and D, is smaller than 2. The separating tangent swas defined
in such a way that this condition holds during the entire step 2.2.2, hence the leaving line condition will never arise. The
robot Amay become tangent to B several times during this step and line smay be redefined repeatedly. However, during
the movement, the distance of B from the line joining the centres of A and D increases, eventually becoming larger than
2. Next time Awakes up it realises that condition 2.1 has arisen and acts accordingly. 
TREAT SLIDING
procedure treat sliding;
• each pair of partners move toward the other pair, parallel with the sliding line s (robots stay tangent
to s); at all times, in each pair one of the partners is ahead of the other (closer to the other pair) or both
partners are tangent to s at the same point
• a robot that is not ahead of its partner and sees that the condition of the locking situation is not met,
advances by 1/3 toward the other pair, parallel with the sliding line s
Remarks. Throughout treat sliding, there is full visibility and in each pair of partners the distance of their tangency points
with s is atmost 1/3, hence the condition of the sliding situation ismet until some pair of diagonal robots in the quadrilateral
is at distance at most
√
8 whichmeans that the condition of the locking situation is met. Note that the other pair of diagonal
robotswill never achieve this distance, unless gathering occurs. The distance of
√
8betweendiagonal robotsmeans that their
tangency points to the sliding line are at distance 2. Since each robot may advance at most 1/3 before checking the condition
again, the tangency points of the diagonal robots are never closer than 4/3 and the visibility of all robots is preserved.
Observe that, at the moment when the locking condition arises, some of the robots (perhaps all of them) may be still in
the process of completing the last phase of the sliding movement. One of the consequences of this fact is that the closest
pair of the diagonal robots does not stop at a precise distance from each other. Another consequence is that when a pair of
robots on a shorter diagonal, say A, C , start the locking movement, the longer diagonal pair is not immobile (Fig. 8). We will
need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that four robots are in situation sliding. At some point the robots will arrive at a positionwhere their centres
form a quadrilateral with the longer diagonal perpendicularly bisecting the shorter diagonal whose length equals at most
√
8.
Proof. Consider the moment when a pair of diagonal robots, say A and C , during a sliding movement approach each other
at distance
√
8 or less. The points of tangency of robots A and C with the sliding line are at distance 2 or less. Since robots B
and D are at most 1/3 behind their partners on the sliding line, the distance between B and D is
|BD| ≤
√
22 + (8/3)2 = 10/3 < 4
If any of the four robots continues the last step of the sliding movement, then each of the diagonal pairs of robots may only
approach and at any further pointwewill have |AC | ≤ √8 and |BD| < 4.When this condition ismet, robots are in the locking
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situation. Hence, even if the robots A, C continue the (residual) sliding movement and the robots B,D continue approaching
the axis of symmetry of the segment between the centres of robots A, C , the two pairs remain in the locking situation, always
keeping the full visibility and form a convex quadrilateral. 
Corollary 4.2. After a final number of cycles starting in situation sliding the four robots are brought to the situation locking.
TREAT TRIANGLE
procedure treat triangle;
1 if all internal angles are equal 120◦
then the internal robot stays and each external robot moves
towards the internal robot
2 else
2.1 if the triangle formed by the external robots has a unique
longest side (call it AB)
then the third external robot C moves perpendicularly to AB
until either the pair A, C or the pair B, C (wlog assume A, C) becomes at distance |AB|
or all internal angles become equal to 120◦
2.2 else {the triangle formed by the external robots has at least two,
120◦ equally long, longest sides AB and AC}
2.2.1 if D is not on the axis of symmetry of the triangle4ABC
then Dmoves onto this axis
2.2.2 if D is on the axis of symmetry of the triangle4ABC
then Dmoves along this axis towards the point X ,
at which all internal angles equal 120◦
2.2.2 if Dmeets B and C before reaching X
then B, C and D stay and Amoves on line AD to meet D
Remark. Note that the height |AB|√3/6 + 2 in the isosceles triangle ABC is the smallest one permitting the internal robot
D to reach the point of equal internal angles of 120◦.
Lemma 4.8. In a final number of cycles treat triangle procedure ends up in gathering. After a final number of cycles starting
in situation triangle the four robots are brought to the situation gathering.
Proof. Since throughout the procedure treat triangle the internal robot D remains in the interior of triangle ABC the only
other situation which may unexpectedly arise is leaving line.
If all internal angles are equal to 120◦ the robots perform step 1. Since throughout this step the internal angles remain
equal and each external robot remains outside the convex hull of the other two external robots, the leaving line condition
will never come up. This step finishes in gathering. To achieve equal internal angles the internal robot moves to a special,
unique point of the triangle ABC in step 2.2. Since at this point the triangle ABC remains isosceles with two longer sides
equal, the condition of leaving linewill not arise. In order to enable D to reach a point of equal interior angles, a preparation
is made in step 2.1.: one of the external robots moves so that the triangle ABC becomes isosceles, unless all internal angles
become 120◦ before. Note that the moving robot is going along the line perpendicular to the longest side of the triangle so
the leaving line condition will not occur. Once step 2.1 is completed, either all internal angles are equal 120◦ and external
robots proceed towards gathering or ABC is an isosceles triangle with all angles smaller than 90◦. In the latter case, inside
triangle 4ABC we can find a unique point X , such that 6 AXB = 6 BXC = 6 CXA = 120◦ and D moves on the line AX in
step 2.2.1 and then it moves along this line to reach X in step 2.2.2. Note that, since D is inside the triangle 4ABC , D may
perform step 2.2.1 unobstructed by other robots. Eventually, either D reaches X and the conditions of step 1 arises, or D
meets simultaneously B and C (this happens when |BC | < 2√3) and in step 2.2.3 A completes alone the final move towards
gathering when it meets D. Note, that the position of robot D inside triangle4ABC determines which of the steps 2.2.1, 2.2.2
and 2.2.3 is being performed by all robots. 
TREAT QUADRILATERAL
Procedure treat quadrilateral is split in two cases: when diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by robots are
perpendicular and when they are not. For the perpendicular case the treatment is relatively easy, as it is easy to avoid
obstructions between robots while they move along the diagonals towards gathering. For the non-perpendicular case we
introduce the following terminology. The point of intersection of the diagonals is called the centre and the four resulting
half-lines are called semi-diagonals. We can define two pairs of partners: partners are robots whose semi-diagonals form
an acute angle. Call this angle α. On each semi-diagonal we define a final point at distance 1/ sin(α/2) from the centre. The
goal of procedure treat quadrilateral is to bring all robots to the final points on their semi-diagonals. When this happens,
partners are tangential to each other. We also define a free-access point on each semi-diagonal. This is the point at distance
3/ sinα from the centre. It has the property that when a robot is in the free-access point on its semi-diagonal then its partner
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robot can move along its own semi-diagonal without being obstructed. Each semi-diagonal is divided into three segments:
the internal segment between the centre and the final point (both endpoints excluded), the middle segment between the
final point and the free-access point (both endpoints included), and the external segment (in fact a half-line) outside of
the free-access point (this point excluded), see Fig. 9. Note that notions of centre, final and free-access points as well as
internal, middle and external segments can be applied also in the perpendicular case (while the notion of partners cannot).
In particular, in this case, each final point is at distance
√
2 from the centre and each free-access point is at distance 2.
We will suppose, without loss of generality, that in the quadrilateral situation both diagonals have the slopes α and−α,
i.e. they are symmetric with respect to the horizontal line h passing through the centre. We also suppose that α ≤ 45◦ and
the robots A, B, C,D are situated in this counterclockwise order around the centre with B and C centred above h.
procedure treat quadrilateral;
1 if the diagonals of the quadrilateral formed by the robots are perpendicular
then
1.1 if there is a robot in the internal segment,
this robot moves to its final point
1.2 else each robot moves to its final point
2 else {diagonals are not perpendicular}
2.1 if there are no robots in the internal segments and if there is a robot A
in the external segment, whose partner B is in the middle segment,
then Amoves to its free-access point
2.2 else if there are no robots in internal segments, all robots in
external segments go to their free-access points
2.3 else if all robots are in the middle segments
then all robots go to their final points
2.4 else if there are partner robots, say A, B, so that one of the robots,
say A, blocks B from going along
its semi-diagonal, towards its final point
then A and Bmove, using sufficiently small moves, until A arrives at
its free-access point and neither of situations leaving line,
partial visibility, or sliding occurs during the motion
(cf. Lemma 4.10)
2.5 else {no robot obstructs its partner on its way towards its final point}
the robots move towards their external segments avoiding
leaving line, sliding and partial visibility situations (cf. Lemma 4.12)
Remarks. Since robots move only along semi-diagonals, the angle α, the centre, as well as the final and free-access points
do not change during the procedure execution.
Since the quadrilateral situation has low priority with respect to other situations (no situation 2–7 is permitted) the
algorithm of the treat quadrilateral procedure had to be designed carefully, so that the robots do not inadvertently meet
the conditions of some other situation. Similarly, the proof of correctness of procedure treat quadrilateral is technically
more involved than in other cases. We will prove in Lemma 4.13 that the treat quadrilateral procedure brings the four
robots into a sliding, locking or gathering situation. Prior to it we will need to prove some other lemmas.
Lemma 4.9. Consider the quadrilateral situation. For any movement of the robots along the respective semi-diagonals, if the
sliding condition is reached, then the sliding line must separate the robots whose semi-diagonals have angle smaller than 45◦ (i.e.
the sliding line must separate partner robots).
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that l is a sliding line separating pair A, B from pair C,D (cf. Fig. 10). Note, that l must
be a separating tangent of A and C . Since A and C are at distance more than
√
8 (otherwise the locking condition would
have occurred) the angle between l and the semi-diagonal of robot A is smaller than 45◦. Similarly, l must be a separating
tangent of B and D, so the angle between l and the semi-diagonal of D must be smaller than 45◦. Since the angle between
the semi-diagonals of A and D is at least 90◦, this is impossible. 
From the above lemma we get
Corollary 4.3. When the four robots are in the sliding situation, the two lines joining centres of the diagonal robots are never
perpendicular.
Lemma 4.10. Suppose that, for the four robots in the quadrilateral situation, there exists at least one pair of partner robots A, B
such that A obstructs B on its way from the current position into its final point. Then it is possible to move A and B (or all four
robots) to their final points using sufficiently small moves, so that neither of situations leaving line, partial visibility, or sliding
occurs during the motion.
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Fig. 9. A, B and C,D are partner robots. Afinal , centred at X , and Afree , centred at Y , illustrate, respectively, the positions of the final point and the free-access
point for robot A. OX is the internal segment, XY — the middle segment, and the half-line starting at Y — the external segment for A (similarly for other
robots).
Fig. 10. For the proof of Lemma 4.9: 6 YOX > 90◦ . Since |AC | < √(8)we have β < 90◦ . Similarly γ < 90◦ . Hence s 6= t , because 6 YOX 6= β/2+ γ /2.
Proof. Themovement of A and B is such that, using sufficiently small steps, both robots are going along their diagonals away
from the centre, staying close to each other, B possibly bumping on A, until A reaches its free-access point.
We prove first that, as long as A did not reach its final point, the pair of the most distant robots includes A. Consider the
momentwhen robot B bumps on A. Note that angles 6 ABC and 6 ABD are then obtuse, hence segment AC is the longest side of
the triangle4ABC and segment AD is the longest side of the triangle4ABD. If the pair C,D is also in the situation that one of
the robots blocks the other, then, during the entire movement, the most distant pair of robots remains the same. Otherwise,
it could happen that the farthest pair of robots may change from A,D to A, C . However, robot D, aware of the possibility,
should move away from the centre so that the most distant pair of robots remains the same through the entire movement.
Observe that, making the moves sufficiently small during this step, we can always prevent the situation leaving line.
Suppose we move B away from the centre until it touches A. Throughout this movement B intersects the interior of the
convex hull of A, C and A,D. Indeed, since B is blocked, it must intersect the convex hull of A, C and since the slope β of
the separating tangent of A and B at the moment of their meeting is β ≤ α, B must intersect the convex hull of A and D.
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Fig. 11. For the proof of Lemma 4.10: Solid circles represent the original configuration. Dashed circles represent the positions of robots A and B in the
free-access points and the final points. Dotted circles represent the consecutive positions of robots A and B: B ‘‘bumps’’ on A, then A ‘‘escapes’’ B, again B
‘‘bumps’’ on A, A ‘‘escapes’’ B, etc.; finally A reaches Afree , then B gets on Bfinal and A returns to Afinal . Small movements prevent leaving line situation to arise
inadvertently.
Therefore, since the leaving line condition was not present at the beginning, if the convex hull of the furthest robots was
intersected by both robots, the projection of one of them on the line of centres of the furthest pair must be at distance d < 2
from one of the furthest robots. This condition will clearly hold during the movement until A and Bmeet. Once the meeting
occurred, we can continue the movement of A and B by sufficiently small steps along their semi-diagonals, keeping d < 2,
until A no longer obstructs B from reaching its final point (Fig. 11).
In order to enforce the full visibility condition, we consider two configurations when A and B are tangent. Suppose A′, B′
are the positions of robots being tangent and A′′, B′′ as well, with A′ closer to the centre that A′′. Since the bottom external
tangent to A′′ and B′′ has a larger slope that the respective external tangent to A′ and B′, if robot A in position A′ could see
C then it will see it in position A′′ as well. Hence it is possible to coordinate the robots’ movements so that full visibility is
maintained.
Note that the requirement for small moves in order to prevent leaving line and partial visibility situations are the most
critical at the beginning of the movement and in both cases the alternating moves of both robots may be larger and larger,
eventually permitting to complete the movement in a final number of cycles, independently of the possible scenario of
robots’ times of look operations. By choosing at the moment of look of each robot the smaller of the two moves required to
prevent leaving line and partial visibility situations, both conditions are satisfied by the procedure.
It remains to prove that the sliding condition does not occur during this movement. By Lemma 4.9, any separating line l
should separate A,D from B, C , hence it must be a separating tangent of A, B. Suppose, by contradiction, that such a sliding
line l exists. As mentioned above, the slope β of the separating tangent of A and B at the moment of their meeting is β ≤ α.
It is easy to see that, when A and B are not tangent, the slopes of their separating tangents are either smaller than −α or
larger than α, hence the centres of both robots C,Dmust lie on the same side of l. 
Lemma 4.11. Let partner robots A and B be in their middle segments. Then the perpendicular projection of A on the semi-diagonal
of B must intersect the interior of B.
Proof. Let l′ and l′′ denote the semi-diagonals of the two robots, x′ and x′′ be the free-access points on l′ and l′′, respectively,
y′ and y′′ — the final points on l′ and l′′, respectively. It is sufficient to prove that the statement of the lemma holds when
the robots are at the extremities of the middle segments, i.e. one of them placed at x′ and the other one at y′′. Let z be the
perpendicular projection of x′ on l′′, t — the perpendicular projection of y′′ on l′ and u — the perpendicular projection of z
on l′. By the definition of final and free-access points, the length of the segments |y′y′′| = 2 and |z ′x′| = 2. In order to prove
the lemma we must show that |zy′| < 2 and |tx′| < 2. Let v be the intersection of segments y′y′′ and x′z. Since vy′′ is the
longest side of4vzy′′, we have
|zy′′| < |vy′′| < |y′y′′| = 2
and since x′z is the longest side of4zx′uwe have
|tx′| < |ux′| < |zx′| = 2 
Lemma 4.12. Suppose that for four robots in situation quadrilateral no robot obstructs its partner from reaching its final point.
Then it is possible to move the robots to their external segments avoiding leaving line, sliding and partial visibility situations
during the movement.
Proof. Let X, Y be the pair of robots at the largest distance among all four robots X, Y ,U, V .
Case 1: at most one of the robots U, V intersects the convex hull of X, Y .
Suppose that X, Y is not a diagonal pair of robots. Themovement is in two phases. In phase one, X and Y move far enough
from the centre, so that they will remain the furthest pair in the remainder of this movement. In phase two each robot U, V
goes to its final point, unless it is already at it or further from the centre. Note that in phase one, since one of the other robots,
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say U , is outside the convex hull of X, Y , partial visibility and leaving line cannot arise. The sliding condition will not occur
either, since the possible sliding line lwould have to be a common tangent of X, Y , and U will never be tangent to l.
Suppose now, that X, Y is a diagonal pair A, C , and that D belongs to the convex hull of A and C . The possible sliding line
l would have to be the separating tangent of A and C , leaving A below and C above. If B does not intersect l, then A goes far
enough from the centre, so that AC remains the furthest pair of robots throughout the rest of the movement. Then D and B
may go to their free-access points and no leaving line or sliding condition arises. Suppose then that B does intersect l. Bmust
intersect l outside the segment between the points of tangency of A and C , hence Bmust be in its external segment. In such
a case, if D does not intersect l, C moves far enough, then Dmoves to its free access point and sliding never occurs from this
point on. Finally, if both B and D intersect l, Dmoves towards the centre, then C moves far enough, so that when Dwill later
move to its free-access point it may intersect l in a point whose distance from the point of tangency of Dwith l is larger than
1/3. The sliding condition will never occur. Since A, C remain the furthest pair and B is outside their convex hull, leaving line
does not occur either. Finally, full visibility is always present, because B remained outside the convex hull of A, C when D
was approaching the centre.
Case 2: both robots U, V intersect the convex hull of X, Y .
Consider first the case when X, Y are not diagonal robots. Since the leaving line condition is not initially present we can
suppose that the projection of the centre of one of the robots U, V (say U) on the line of XY has distance d < 2 from X or Y
(say X). The movement will take place in two phases. In the first phase, the robots will reach the position where the value
of d will become 1/3 < d < 2. Moreover, throughout this phase, X, Y remain the most distant pair of robots, both U, V
intersect the convex hull of X, Y , the value of d remains smaller than 2 and the full visibility is in place. This may require
alternating small moves where X moves away from the centre and U, V move towards the centre to keep them inside the
convex hull of X, Y while full visibility is in place and the value of d increases. The condition 1/3 < d < 2 prevents the
leaving line situation, while the intersection by U, V of the convex hull of X, Y prevents the sliding situation. In the second
phase, all robots will move away from the centre keeping 1/3 < d < 2, until no robot is in its internal segment. Using
small moves, the most distant pair remains the same, the visibility may be preserved, 1/3 < d < 2 prevents the leaving line
condition and since d > 1/3, the sliding condition is also prevented.
Finally, consider the case when X, Y are diagonal robots. Without loss of generality, suppose that A, C is the most distant
pair. Since B and D intersect the convex hull of A and C and the leaving line situation is not initially present, we can suppose,
without loss of generality, that the projection of the centre of B on the line of AC has distance d < 2 from the closer among
robots A, C . Let l denote the separating tangent of A and C leaving A below and C above. By Lemma 4.9, if the sliding situation
arises, lmust become the sliding line. Our aim is to perform the movement so that, at the moment when B traverses l, the
distance t of the points of tangency of A and B to l is larger than 1/3, hence the sliding situation is avoided. If B does not
intersect l at the beginning of the movement, both robots A, Bmove by sufficiently small steps away from the centre until
B reaches its final point, so that the distance d of the projection of the centre of B on AC from the closer among robots
A, C remains smaller than 2. All leaving line, sliding and partial visibility situations are clearly avoided. If B intersects l, the
movement is in two phases. In the first phase, A moves away from the centre, while B possibly approaches the centre (to
remain in the state of intersecting l), while keeping d < 2. At some point A is far enough and B can move away from the
centre towards its final point, so that, when B becomes tangent to l, wewill have t > 1/3. Since throughout this phase d < 2
we also avoid the leaving line situation.
Note that the locking situation may come up when B approaches the centre, hence if it happens the robots interrupt the
treat quadrilateral procedure and start treat locking. 
Lemma 4.13. After a final number of cycles starting in situation quadrilateral the four robots are brought to one of the situations:
sliding, locking or gathering.
Proof. Note that during the movement of the four robots their centres always form a convex quadrilateral, so the situations
four aligned, three aligned and triangle can never occur during this movement.
In the case of perpendicular diagonals, partial visibility and leaving line situations clearly cannot occur. Corollary 4.3
excludes sliding. Robots arrive at the gathering situation (when all robots happen to reach their final points at the same
time) or locking situation when one pair of opposing robots is in their final points before the others. Despite the fact that the
remaining robots may still perform their residual movement towards their final points, this movement coincides with their
behaviour within treat locking procedure.
We now consider the case of non-perpendicular diagonals. Suppose first, that we have a pair of robots such that one of
them obstructs the other one in its move away from the centre along its semi-diagonal towards its final point (case 2.4).
This may happen only for a pair of partner robots and the blocked robot must then be in its internal segment. Note first,
that locking does not occur since the diagonal robots are going away from each other. Since by Lemma 4.10 we can avoid all
situations leaving line, partial visibility and sliding, step 2.4 finishes in a configuration with all robots outside their internal
segments.
Suppose then, that at least one robot is in its internal segment, but no robot is obstructed from going to its final point
(case 2.5). By Lemma 4.12, leaving line, sliding and partial visibility situations are avoided during the programmedmovement.
Hence this step ends up in locking or in arriving in one of the cases 2.1, 2.2 or 2.3.
Finally, we consider the movement in the cases 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 of the procedure. Since in each case the robots will
now continue their movements outside their internal segments, locking and partial visibility situations are never possible.
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Fig. 12. Diagram of transitions between situations. Circles depict situations 1–9 and arrows depict possible transitions between them.
Moreover, since the horizontal line l containing the centre always separates the interiors of partner robots, sliding is possible
only when all robots are tangent to l, hence they are already in their final points. Hence, it remains to prove that the leaving
line situation never arises. First consider case 2.1 and suppose that Amoves to its free-access point while B stays motionless
in its middle segment. If the furthest pair of robots is not diagonal, the leaving line situation can not happen because the
remaining robots are outside the convex hull of the furthest robots. If the furthest pair is B,D, then A remains outside their
convex hull. Finally, as long as the furthest pair is A,D, since the leaving line conditionwas not present at the beginning of the
movement it may not arise while A approachesD. After step 2.1 is completed, each pair of partner robots is bothwithin their
middle segments or both within their external segments. If all robots are in their external segments (case 2.2) the leaving
line condition will not occur because each robot is outside the convex hull of any pair of other robots. Finally, observe that
if there exists a pair of partner robots in their middle segments (case 2.2 or 2.3), the leaving line condition cannot occur.
Indeed, suppose without loss of generality, that B belongs to the furthest pair. If this pair involves non diagonal robots (A, B
or B, C), the other robots are outside their convex hull and if B, C is the furthest pair, by Lemma 4.11 the distance of the
perpendicular projection of A on BC from the closer among robots B and C is smaller than 2. When eventually all robots are
in their middle segments the procedure finishes at sliding condition when all robots arrive to their final points at the end of
step 2.3. 
This completes the description of Algorithm FourRobots and the analysis of possible transitions among situations 1–9.
4.4. Correctness of algorithm fourrobots
In this section, we prove that Algorithm FourRobots is correct, i.e., that given any initial position of four robots, it
accomplishes their gathering. In Fig. 12we resume lemmas from the previous sections as a diagramof all possible transitions
between situations. An arrow from situation i to situation jmeans that procedure treat situation imay lead to situation j.
Notice that the diagram in Fig. 12 is an acyclic graph with a single sink in node gathering.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm FourRobots is a correct gathering algorithm for four robots.
Proof. Consider any initial configuration of four robots. By Lemma 4.1, this configuration corresponds to a unique situation
(a node of the diagram fromFig. 12). By a corresponding lemma, after a finite number of cycles this nodewill be left according
to one of the outgoing arcs. It is also easy to observe, that a deadlock is never possible, since in any configuration at least
one robot was programmed to make a move. By acyclicity of the diagram the sink node (gathering) must be eventually
reached. 
5. Conclusion
We presented gathering algorithms for three or four robots represented as unit discs in the plane, in a realistic model
featuring visibility and move constraints due to the non-zero size of the robots, and at the same time keeping the whole
generality of the asynchronous look-compute-move paradigm from [9]. The natural problem of generalising our algorithm to
the case of an arbitrary finite number of robots remains open. Another related problem is to obtain full visibility among an
arbitrary finite set of robots. As we have seen in the case of four robots, achieving full visibility may be a natural first step to
achieve gathering.
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